
High speed corrugated board production line purchasing tips 

A. Investigate & research product’s market well as further equipment selecting basis   

Corrugated box products are very large common product should consider about increasing 

transportation cost as well as in time delivery service problems, so that the product’s region 

definitely Unable to cover vast range better within 200 KM in circumference, besides decision 

maker also should understand well what are the main product’s specification & corrugated 

type of potential clients  

Besides, neighborhood competitor’s facilities status, management & customers status in 

order to provide next step marketing policy prescribe basis.   

B. Consider about overall corrugated board production line coordinating & matching 

tendency. 

The principle of purchasing mid-high corrugated board production line is to consider 

individual machine’s automatic status especially should pay more attention on its completed 

set forming and coordinating. Once you’ve chosen the high speed production line then should 

pick highly automatic line’s devices to match up.    

 For example, equipping an auto splicer ( means should pick suitable splicer to fulfill overall 

line speed required as to quantity needed is depends on personal economic status), cassette 

type single corrugator ( with convenient roller changing , stable rotary & fast speed 

properties) production management system, inner puff up type device (for safety sake should 

pick multi sites braker) fully automatic slitter ( in order to changing orders efficiently, 

requires 2 sets for equipment) besides Slitter also should equip 3 kinds of line pressing 

roller( type of protrude to concave, concave to protrude, protrude to flat) helix 

slitter ,automatic glue system, glue station ( should apply to pressure adjustment type 

instead of roller pressing type), double facer’s heating board which quantity should match up 

speed ( dryer part apply to spring type Heat pressing board, but should pay attention on 

congeal water guiding valve.  

            

C. Key points of core parts selecting 

Several technical points of corrugated roller 

Speaking of high speed machine, then should talk about single facer’s diameter normally 

should no less than 320mm, otherwise the speed has its limit. Besides corrugated roller’s 



Diameter better to pick 375 mm above. 

 

Furthermore corrugated roller’s surface temperature control ( normally will be160—180℃ ) 

intently related to saturated steam pressure & congeal water drainage. 

  

Pre-heat jar: pre-heat jar which diameter can’t less than 900 mm, should with Maximum 

adjustment capability to adjust paper’s humidity also ensure paper board is flat enough. 

      

Undoubtedly with stable functions & suitable speed Auto splicer, also a kind of important 

facility for high speed production line, which can be reduced papers wasting efficiently, even 

thought its higher cost while purchasing however this auto splicer capable to make zero loss 

in papers consumption means would save much more original papers. Usually man done the 

paper connecting each approximately to be wasted 3-5 M in length, but will happen to auto 

splicer with 6-8 mm only, thus could greatly reduce papers consumption, saving energy also 

increase productivity.    

     

  Furthermore; to equip production management system is an important measure, for high 

speed corrugated production line, could solve papers wasting and save fuel power also 

increase productivity definitely worthy to think it over before purchasing decision making.  

 

 

 


